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Fat's Favorite Holiday 
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Thanksgiving: Entry 1 

	
	

very year I tell myself I will NOT do the same darn thing. I’m 

talking about the annual holiday pig-out. The one that starts at 

Thanksgiving and peters out during that really boring week 

between Christmas and New Year’s Day. 

Piling on the pounds eating nonstop for weeks renders half my closet 

useless, forcing me out of my cute clothes and into the fat rags. It makes me 

do crazy things, such as trying a new hairstyle with the insane expectation 

that it will make me look thinner. 

As soon as the stores start rolling out the holiday merchandise, I’m 

hooked. Shelves with Thanksgiving patterns on plastic plates blending 

seamlessly into Christmas aisles laden with sparkly, tis-the-season 

decorations all conspire to send me straight to the bakery. Animatronic 

Santas smile and wave as if to say, Look at me. It’s perfectly fine being 

obese. Everybody loves my rotundity. Cookies and milk are good for you! 

I’m really fat and I can still make it down the chimney.  

As if nature is in collusion with the holiday urge to eat baked goods, 
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the weather is colder, and my body wants to put on fat for insulation. I keep 

telling my body that we humans now have electric heating, but the craving 

for cookies and pies persists like an itch underneath the ribs that can’t be 

scratched no matter how much you try. 

It’s like the world takes a vacation between November and January. 

All my common sense goes into a coma. Cookies, cakes, pies and candies 

surround me like an occupying army. At every turn there is a conveyor belt 

of desserts being offered with a knowing wink and a permission slip to 

Indulge, indulge—you can diet after the holidays. 

It makes me a little nauseous just writing about this. 

I eat so much junk this time of year I never have room left for any real 

food. But then I’m still hungry so I eat more junk. 

Even as I’m shoveling homemade peanut butter cups and adorable 

cupcakes into my mouth, my foggy frontal lobe is trying to tell me 

something but I can’t quite hear it over Burl Ives singing Rudolf the Red-

Nosed Reindeer. My stomach is also trying to tell me something, but I’m too 

busy deciding between the fudge and a piece of pecan pie. 

*
It all starts with Thanksgiving. 

Thanksgiving breaks the spirit of rationality. Mothers and 

grandmothers everywhere slave in a hot kitchen for days in order to shower 

their progeny with edible love. Barrel-sized bowls of potatoes are mashed 

with gallons of cream and huge slabs of butter. Pumpkin pies are turned out 

by the dozen. Side dishes in holiday dinnerware accumulate until they 
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overflow onto every available surface. 

Special dishes, glasses and silverware are unearthed and dusted off. 

Huge tablecloths are snapped to crispness and laid over extended tables. 

Steam just keeps rolling out of kitchens, where aproned and harried women 

can be glimpsed performing feats of greatness in record time. 

And then the presentation begins. 
The table is loaded and sagging from the weight of the feast. It’s time 

to eat. There are so many choices, even if a tiny teaspoonful of each dish is 

taken, there is not enough room on the plate. The matriarchs scan the table 

with eagle eyes, noticing who has not tried the sweet potatoes or taken a 

jiggling disk of cranberry sauce. Their martyred faces when everyone 

doesn’t stuff themselves up to the eyeballs are legendary. 

So how can I say no when the pies are rolled out with Costco-sized tubs 

of whipped cream? My belly is so distended at this point I can’t even sit up 

straight. I have to fork the pie in half lying down, and carefully, because my 

stomach is churning its contents up into my esophagus. 

After feeble attempts to resist the pig-out, I give in and acquiesce to 

nonsensical expansion. I tell myself, Okay, this happens every year. You 

know—this is me talking to myself—for the next month there will be no 

getting around the constant barrage of fat fare being offered with good 

cheer. You can make a New Year’s resolution and dump the holiday pounds 

then. 

And so it begins. Again. 



Thanksgiving: Entry 2 

 

t’s Thanksgiving Eve morning. 

In other words, it’s the day before Thanksgiving. To put it 

another way, it’s the last time my stomach will feel empty for weeks. 

I sit at my computer drinking a green smoothie. Yes, my friends, I am 
drinking raw, very dark green kale. I get the kale all chopped up and washed, 

because I figure if it’s easy, I can talk myself into doing something healthy. 

Why would I choose liquified kale over pancakes smothered in butter 

and syrup for breakfast? 

For the same reason I went to hot yoga last night. I mean to shrink as 

many fat cells as possible before the holiday binge begins. (It’s actually 

already begun because Marie Callender’s frozen pumpkin pies were on sale 

and I had to buy one to save money. And because I got the pumpkin pie I 

had to get whipped cream or what would be the point?) 

Have you ever gone to hot yoga? You can burn hundreds of calories in 

one hour sweating out of every pore. And I mean every pore. Even your hair 
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sweats. And if your hair is full of products like mine is, you’d better wear a 

headband so you don’t get hairspray in your eyes. 

Hot yoga is like vacationing in a bayou swamp in August because of 

cheap off-season rates. You can almost hear insects the size of fists buzzing 

around your head as humidifiers just keep pumping out the hot steam. The 

room is controlled by masochistic instructors obsessed with handheld 

thermometers, making sure hotter-than-the-core-of-the-Earth temperatures 

stay cranked. Clouds of sweaty gases roll off every inch of your body and 

mingle with everyone else’s sweaty gases. That’s when you have to practice 

being a yogi and focus, focus, on anything but guessing what the guy next to 

you ate for lunch based on the smell of his sweaty gases. 

So back to why I torture myself with swamp yoga and green smoothies. 

Because I know, I just know that tomorrow I am going to stuff myself to the 

gills, or rather, to the eyeballs. I haven’t had gills since I was a tiny fetus 

swimming around in amniotic fluid. Which, come to think of it, is pretty 

darn icky. I wouldn’t want to be mulling that over while sipping my green 

smoothie. But I digress. 

*
By the time Thanksgiving dinner is served, I am traditionally already stuffed 

with appetizers and cute little cookies. I have tried to arrive fashionably late, 

just in time for the main meal, but invariably the dinner deadline is always 

pushed back. No matter what time I roll in, the kitchen women (mothers, 

grandmothers, aunties, and aproned neighbors all wielding mixers, pots, and 

wooden spoons) announce that I’m right on time; dinner won’t be ready 

for another hour; have a cookie from this industrial-sized tray of dazzling 

baked goods in the meantime!  
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      I always tell myself that I won’t eat the bread with dinner and that will 

make all the difference. This does not take into consideration that I 

am already full when I sit down to eat. Neither does it take into 

consideration that I love the bread. I tell myself, Pace yourself, self, don’t 

shovel in food before you assess your game plan. But my game plan 

has a habit of evaporating the minute the table is loaded and I must 

select from so many dishes I lose count. 

My game plan usually involves promises to myself that never seem to 

gain traction when I’m up against it. The promises go like this: 

1. I promise to skip the tempting pre-dinner appetizers and

cookies.

2. I promise to eat small portions.

3. I promise to stop eating when I am full.
4. I promise not to eat those totally yummy, golden-brown,

deliciously warm dinner rolls smothered with melting butter.

5. I promise to take only one tablespoon of mashed potatoes,

which already have butter whipped into them so I don’t need to

add extra butter on top before I pour gravy over the lot.

6. I promise to only take what I really love, and not be guilted into

cranberry sauce or canned yams.

7. I promise to eat salad, if there is any. (This is an easy promise

to keep, since there never is any, unless you count the carrot

salad with raisons, but as it generally happens, I run out of room

on my plate when I get to that dish.)
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        So, fortified with a green smoothie and 60 minutes of swamp yoga, I 

am ready to face tomorrow, my game plan, and Thanksgiving dinner. 

I think. 
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Thanksgiving: Entry 3 

t’s the morning after Thanksgiving and I’m starving. (Don’t worry, I 

haven’t skipped the actual appalling event. We’ll get to that in a bit.) 

I just got some coffee, and my stomach is begging for food. I 

feel like I haven’t eaten in a week. 

Is it because I exercised restraint yesterday and followed through with 

my game plan? 

No. 

I’m hungry because there has been a break in the flow of gluttony. 

After shoveling in everything from potatoes to pie all Thanksgiving Day as 

if my tongue had sprouted gears and turned into a conveyor belt, the fat-

manufacturing machinery of my body eventually ground to a halt, the gears 

stopped, and I had to sleep because I was utterly exhausted. 

It’s really hard work packing the food in, layer on top of layer on top of 

layer. 

My stomach is apparently confused this morning. I can imagine my 
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stomach saying to me, What the heck just happened? I’ve been churning 

various food stuffs (some stuffs extremely questionable as to whether or not 

they can be categorized as food) continually for hours and hours straight 

and well done I say, because I didn’t make you puke once to create room for 

more crap you kept shoveling into me, and now what? Now what do I do? I 

don’t remember how to stop churning. 

I blame it on the appetizers. 

*

Rewind to Thanksgiving Day 

The biggest problem with appetizers is not that they look so appetizing (they 

do) or that I’m hungry (I’m not)—it’s because I have to find an excuse to 

stay out of the kitchen where the women are slaving away with Einstein hair 

because of the steam, and occupy myself in order to avoid watching football 

on the television in the den where all the men are whooping it up. 

So I station myself in-between at the appetizer table. I tell the women I 

am starving, and this excuses me from the kitchen slave pit where the heat 

would not only frizz my hair but also melt my makeup and make me look 

hideous. And I can’t just stand there staring at hors d’oeuvres and sugary 

baked goods, shifting from one foot to the other awkwardly. I must play the 

part. 

So I nibble on a tiny toast with a tiny slice of cheese. This doesn’t take 

very long. I scan the table for my next snack, trying to look busy. There are 

Ritz crackers topped with unidentifiable layers of sugary substances. Dips 

and chips galore in festive holiday bowls. Pumpkin, banana, and cranberry 
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breads sliced and collated. Cookies of every imaginable configuration 

arranged on trays the size of table tops. 

I toggle between sweet and salty. After something sweet, I delude 

myself into thinking that something salty will magically cancel out the sweet 

calories. After a cookie, I go for some chips with dip. After a few chips I 

grab a slice of pumpkin bread. I successfully occupy myself in this manner 

avoiding eye contact with the women, who are pumping out dishes with a 

mastery born of millennia of cell memory, when they fed whole tribes. 

* 
When I come to—I have already almost put myself into a food coma—I 

realize my clothes feel tight at the waist. At this point I am filled with regret 

about my choice of outfits. I simply couldn’t sacrifice fashion for comfort, 

and now here I am, wishing I’d worn a loose dress (if I had one) instead of 

the fashionable Guess jeans, tight sweater, and Italian boots I got at Ross for 

a quarter of their original price. Not to mention I’m HOT. The cooking in 

the kitchen has ramped up for its finale and the steam clouds are now rolling 

out into the rest of the house. 

I’m already stuffed, overheated, and uncomfortable. Why didn’t I bring 

a cute little t-shirt to change into? 

And dinner hasn’t even been served yet. I anticipate a very, very long 

day. I tell myself, Self, you can do this. Just embrace the horror. 

The announcement to sit down for dinner is made by one of the 

neighbor women sporting an apron with a large cornucopia printed on the 

front, as she brushes back her Einstein hair. I hear the TV room go silent and 
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the whooping cease. The men are now rising up and emerging from the den 

in a clump, heading toward the feast prepared by their women as is their 

due. 

My Uncle Todd is wearing a Viking helmet and carrying a battle axe—

oh no, he’s not, that’s just the delirium from my massive intake of sugar 

talking. 

The table is groaning with pounds of food. The sideboard, the 

countertops, and all horizontal surfaces are overflowing with Thanksgiving 

fare—much of which is only seen at Thanksgiving. Take the cranberry 

sauce for example. The manufacturers of canned cranberry sauce must make 

all their profits in two weeks of the year. Never mind that no one likes it 

particularly. It’s a tradition and one must partake. 

The men all spoon heaps of everything onto their plates, with no mind 

to pacing themselves. They start stacking food on top of food when the plate 

runs out of room. Dinner rolls are balanced precariously on the top of the 

heap. 

They don’t seem to care at all that it’s hot, that their waists are 

expanding, or how many calories they are consuming. Uncle Todd is already 

asking about the pies. 

Well of course, mens’ pants fit below the belly, allowing for 

indeterminate expansion and comfort no matter how much is stuffed into 

their gullets. I read somewhere that a male’s metabolism is 17.5% higher 

than a female’s. It’s so unfair. That’s why they can chow down on deviled 

eggs, bowls of Chex mix and bottles of beer, and then pile their plates like 

Vikings just home from months at sea. 
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*
As is right and proper, grace is said before the eating begins. It’s always a 

little off kilter however, as some of the guests have already tasted their 

mashed potatoes or Aunt Wanda’s green bean casserole with cream of 

mushroom soup and French-fried onions. That’s aside from the fact that 

everyone has already been jamming food in since they arrived. 

Invariably a child is asked to say grace. All the young people at the 

table(s) under the age of sixteen are trying to blend into their chairs when the 

matriarch—my centenarian grandmother—scans the table for a likely 

candidate. The really little ones are already having fun at the tiny Barbie 

table, excused from the ordeal of having to construct a suitable prayer to the 

Almighty, in front of all the family and friends. 

I see sweat bead up on a few young foreheads. Stage fright can be so 

debilitating. Gramma selects Brandon, a pimply thirteen-year-old bass 

player in a middle school rock band, sitting at the card table attached to the 

expanded dining table, whose face has turned red making his pimples turn 

purple. It’s even worse because the card table is slightly lower than the 

dining table, and the extra chairs relegated to it are from his little sister’s 

play table, so  Brandon’s head is a foot below the adults’ all staring at him. 

He clears his throat with an expression halfway between desperation 

and terror. His voice squeaks a little from an overly excited, underdeveloped 

Adam’s apple. One can’t say no to Gramma on this, her day of undeniable 

queen-hood over the family. His prayer is barely above a whisper—

something about God being great and God being good—and finally the 
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clanking of forks, knives and spoons fills the air. Brandon does not look as 

though he is recovered even after everyone stops staring at him. 

I am coveting the warm, buttery, soft, siren-like dinner rolls. They are 

beckoning with persistence and promises they can’t keep. Go ahead, they 

say, take me. It’s just one day, and I am just a very small hunk of delicious 

white bread. Just one can’t hurt. Go ahead. 

I look at my plate, already filled to the max with three kinds of 

potatoes, four kinds of vegetables, a gratuitous dollop of carrot salad, a 

smidgen of cranberry sauce, and a variety of other traditional feasting items 

threatening to breach the plate perimeter. 

But the dinner rolls continue to beckon. So I give in. I butter the dinner 

roll and a part of me dies. The part with any vestige of willpower left. There 

is a larger part of me thriving at the moment—the part that manufactures fat 

cells. 

Can it get worse? 

I actually, beyond imagining, go back for seconds of mashed potatoes 

and stuffing, smothered in gravy. I have lost my mind. But my brain is still 

alert enough to hide the carrot salad I didn’t eat with a bit of gravy. I smile at 

Gramma. She smiles back but her eyes pierce like a hawk’s. 

My clothes feel like a body corset, the straps pulled so tight I can’t 

breathe. Standing up is even a challenge. I must lift my butt first and lean 

back so I don’t fold at the waist too much—if I do the food, already packed 

in halfway up my esophagus, will simply be squeezed out of my mouth like 

toothpaste from a new tube given the least amount of pressure. 
The women all start the changing of the plates (from dinnerware to 

dessert-ware) and covering dishes for snacking on leftovers later. The pies 
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are revealed. Tubs of whipped cream are unearthed. The question, Who has 

room for pie?, is not even asked. No one has room for pie. But that does not 

seem to be an issue. 

I ask for a very small piece of pie. This is taken to mean a 3-inch slice 

which is significantly smaller than the “man” portion. At this point I wish I 

could burp. I ask for any carbonated beverage available thinking it will allow 

some air to escape and relieve some of the pressure. Ginger ale does make 

me belch, but with it comes undigested food and I get to taste Aunt Wanda’s 

green bean casserole again. 

Ick and more ick. My one consolation is that most every other adult is 

in the same condition I am. When I use the restroom, I experience a moment 

of bliss when I unzip my Guess jeans and release my severely restricted 

lower abdomen. Having to squeeze back into them however, negates any 

benefit from the bliss. I avoid looking at my midsection as I wash my hands. 

I know it’s not pretty. And a side view would just about do my ego in. 

I decide to help the women do some clean up. The football games have 

resumed in the den but the whooping is less enthusiastic. The kitchen is 

jammed. The dishwasher is vibrating like a 1950’s washing machine and the 

sink is piled high with soaking pots. It’s like a Dr. Seuss story about the 

Chubs from Chubsville. 

Then comes the afternoon lull. Everyone is dazed and half asleep. 

Some of the men are emitting loud snores. The kids have scattered. And the 

women are shuffling about bagging leftovers for guests and next-day soups. 

With this much food complexity, organization is key. 

Then the most unbelievable part of Thanksgiving happens. 

The picking at leftovers begins. Whole plates of food are microwaved. 



As soon as stomachs have passed enough contents off to the small intestines, 

there are spaces that can be refilled. 

And of course, after one eats another plate of food, one must balance 

that with a visit to the dessert trays and pies which are not really pies without 

whipped cream. And so it goes, until one rolls one’s self out of the house, 

down the sidewalk, and into one’s car, where one can unzip one’s pants in 

hopes one isn’t stopped for speeding, which would create a situation 

whereby one would have to surreptitiously zip back up before the police 

person got to one’s car window. 

I get home after Thanksgiving dinner (if an eating marathon of that 

magnitude can be called such) without incident. It’s absolute heaven to take 

off my clothes and snuggle into loose pajamas. I crawl into bed and watch 

Netflix, while munching on leftover pie and cookies now that my stomach 

isn’t corseted anymore. 

*
I still may have time today, the day after Thanksgiving, to cash in on some 

of the Black Friday sales. I’m going to need some slightly larger jeans with 

stretch denim to get me through the rest of the holidays. 
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Christmas Cookies and a 
New Year 
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Sleight of Fat 

	
	

here is only one way to get through Christmas—and that’s down 

Sugar Lane. 

There will be no avoiding the holiday array of frosted 
cookies, candy, cakes, breads, and various other fat-manufacturing 

confections. Baked goods from well-meaning friends, family, and coworkers 

will inevitably be offered at every turn and dumped into our bloated 

bellies, eventually filling up hips and thighs with cottage cheese. 

There simply isn’t enough time after the pig-fest at Thanksgiving to 

trim down before the Christmas sugar frenzy begins. 

But no worries. We all know what our New Year’s resolutions will be 

. . . to go on a diet and finally lose those extra pounds we have been trying to 

shave off since the age of sixteen. 

More on New Year’s resolutions later. 

*
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So, at the family Christmas gathering, while I’m rolling around on the couch 

after grazing for hours over trays of desserts, trying to stay upright because 

my exploding fat has rounded out any corners I used to have, presents are 

handed out. 

I unwrap clothes that make me sweat just thinking about what I’ll look 

like in them. I hold up a t-shirt trying to calculate the circumference, as 

compared to the spare tire that currently passes for my belly. I think, Oh 

well, I’ll save it in the back of the drawer where all the other too-tight shirts 

are having a pity party. 

Don’t all my friends and family realize that buying clothes is a 

massively complicated affair? It requires patience, ingenuity, a sharp eye for 

fat-mitigating features—such as pockets sewn shut, wide waistbands, or the 

color black—and most of all, privacy. It takes ironclad willpower to get into 

a dressing room with hideous fluorescent lighting, and avoid looking at my 

fat parts while focusing on my attractive parts in order to circumvent the 

unfair and depressing truth—that there are indeed fat parts. 

It is with such relief when I finally find that shirt, or that pair of jeans 

that doesn’t require sleight-of-fat viewing. After questing for hours to find 

something that works, it’s heavenly to  admire my figure from all angles and 

not sink into depression. At that point I always feel the wallet in my purse 

start to shake, ready to eject and flip out my credit card no matter what the 

item costs. 

*
We ladies have a longstanding dysfunctional relationship with our fat cells. 
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So,	what	to	do?	

Well, we could collectively sue Hollywood. I’m absolutely sure there 

are attorneys out there ready and willing to start the class action lawsuit. 

But I’m not sure suing would do anything to shave off the extra 

pounds. However, if there was a huge settlement something might be done. 

How about a stay at a luxurious spa for months, where they starve you, 

pummel your cellulite, and make you do yoga night and day; but on the 

other hand, you don’t have to wash a single dish or make your bed.   

Then plastic surgery could suck any remaining fat out with liposuction, 

and the resulting extra skin could get snipped off. 

Hoo-ya. 

*
In the meantime, since I can’t afford the spa or the plastic surgery, I’ll be 

forced to develop more sleight-of-fat strategies to get me through the 

holidays and the aftermath of nonstop gluttony. 

Too bad I can’t ask Santa for the spa visit and the plastic surgery. But 

since I’ve known that he, his wife, and all the elves are lies told to naughty 

children to get them to be good, I guess that’s a no-go. 
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Post-Holiday Poundage 

	
	

 had to . . . 

So	 I	 ate	 the	 frosted	 and	 besprinkled	 cookies,	 the	 peanut	

butter	 and	 chocolate	 fudge,	 the	 endless	 varieties	 of	 cream	 pies,	
the	 multilayered	 cakes.	 I	 ate	 my	 mother’s	 marshmallow	 ice	 cream	
chocolate	 banana	 caramel	whipped	 cream	 holiday	 surprise,	 because,	 I	

had	to.	I	couldn't	hurt	my	mother’s	feelings!	

Now, it’s time to purge those pounds, and say good-bye to the annual 

cottage-cheesy piles of bloated fat cells heaped onto my otherwise relatively 

slim and trim body. 

They know it’s time for them to go. And if history is any indication, 

those unwanted piles of bloated fat cells won’t go without a very good 

reason. 

And the reason is time. I’ve only got a couple of months until it’ll be 

too hot to hide the fat under coats, long sleeves and big loose sweaters. 

Those fat cells have overstayed their welcome. Not that they were ever 

welcome, but the point is to focus on the now. And now, there is a 

pending season change which is making me feel desperate. 
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So, what to do… 

1. I could move to Alaska where hiding my fat under winter

clothes all year long is possible.

2. I could threaten my fat cells with liposuction, and they may

shrivel up and leave on their own rather than get sucked out and

thrown in the garbage only to be eaten by maggots.

3. I could buy a treadmill and walk off the extra poundage while

binge-watching Criminal Minds or Drop Dead Diva on Netflix.

4. Wait a minute! Speaking of Drop Dead Diva, Jane isn’t thin!

She’s a queen-size, gorgeous, brainy, talented beauty. Why

bother with a treadmill when I finally have a decent Hollywood

role model who isn’t anorexic?

Why stress over diets and treadmills? Now that the constant barrage of 

sugar-laden treats isn’t advancing at light speed on that holiday conveyer 

belt headed for my open mouth anymore, bulging curves should mellow out, 

fat cells should calm down. For a minute there I couldn’t think past the 

holiday bloat. 

Phew. I’m glad I got that figured out. 

I still may buy that treadmill. I can’t say I’m opposed to being 

entertained while a machine pretty much does the walking for me. And 

maybe I’ll eat a vegetable or two. My mother gave me a recipe for 

marshmallow brown sugar carrot surprise. 

However, the pending season change remains looming. 

And my real-life experience is that fat is piled on much more easily 
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than it is taken off. Life can be so unfair. 

It’s time to take another crack at a New Year’s resolution to change my 

weak ways. 



New Year's Resolutions 

	
	

t’s another new year, and time to make the annual resolutions that will 

magically transform me into the thin, toned, perfectly coiffed woman 

I really am underneath the flabby, hairdo-challenged facade. 
But as I construct my list of resolutions, a question emerges: 

Why is my New Year’s resolutions list always the same? I should just 

print out the same-ol’-same-ol’ every year and only change the date. 

Apparently, I’m consistent; but evidently, I’m not making any headway. 

Every year I vow to lose weight. And every year those pesky pounds 

cling to my hips like children who don’t want to go to school, like my friend 

Cathy who can’t hang up the phone, like peanut butter that doesn’t want to 

live without jelly. It has finally dawned on me—my spongy flab has 

separation anxiety. 

Someone might make the connection between the resolution to lose 

weight and another one with a long shelf-life on my New Year’s resolution 

list—the one about eating better. And something about a white, granular 

substance that tastes sweet and makes chocolate the stellar product it is 
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today. I’m sure the cocoa bean is good and all, but everyone knows a proper 

endorphin rush requires sugar. And then there was that wise nanny who 

could sing like a lark, Mary Poppins, and we all remember how she got 

those naughty children to take their medicine. 

I’ll get to hair challenges in a bit. 

Back to sugar, and its starring role on the stage of my life. To that end, 

let’s talk about coffee. 

I recall many iterations through recent years of nutritional advice 

regarding coffee, without which I wouldn’t even have gotten out of bed this 

morning. This advice ping-ponged back and forth from “Don’t drink it, it’s 

evil!” to “No we were wrong, it’s good for you!” until my head was 

spinning. So when it comes to sugar, I’m currently sitting on the fence. 

Consequently, I deduce, the answer to my spongy flab dilemma is 

exercise. And I know, somewhere in the back of my mind, where a little 

mouse is rattling around trying to point out a stash of rotting apples in a 

forgotten corner of my frontal lobe, that I am rationalizing. And like a 

diabetic who thinks it’s okay to finish off a bag of cookies because she takes 

insulin pills, I ignore my well-meaning resolution about eating better 

because I’m going to exercise the fat off. That little mouse rattling around in 

my brain, who fancies herself my conscience, is driving me nuts. One thing I 

will say about mice though, they keep themselves well preened and glossy 

(but they are, admittedly, terrible housekeepers). Kinda like me . . . 

The problem with exercising is that you have to do it. But just thinking 

about exercising gives me the impression I’m already thinner, and then I 

don’t feel the need to actually go through with it. This may or may not be 

defined as procrastination.  
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If only those new-age gurus were right, and you could make vision 

boards with your head Photoshopped onto a supermodel’s body and become 

instantly thin. Maybe they are right, but that brings me to another resolution 

on my list, which involves complex maneuvers to avoid actually doing what 

I say I’m going to do. Making a vision board has been on my New Year’s 

resolution list since I saw that movie The Secret. I bought the markers, the 

poster board, and gathered a pile of magazines. And then, nothing. The 

motivation to get motivated with a vision board petered out, and there the 

pile of magazines sits, on top of the poster board. The markers have long-

since been commandeered for other, less strenuous projects, such as drawing 

flowers on grocery lists. 

My New Year’s resolution list is as stale as that hunk of cheese on the 

floor of my frontal lobe, being munched on as we speak by that irritating 

mouse who thinks she’s my conscience. 

Procrastination is a self-serving loop that requires constant 

reassurance—It’s okay my old friend, you’re not a bad person. I know you 

mean well. Wait a minute! Procrastination isn’t a person. But in a way, it 

might be . . .  if I’m the person and I procrastinate, and you subscribe to the 

idea we are what we do (or in my case what I don’t do) in the same way we 

are what we eat, procrastination really could be said to be a person. And that 

person, whether or not that’s me ( and why would it be, because 

you wouldn’t say your liver is you, or your spleen) is ruining my life! 

I think my brain is too cluttered with garbage from that mouse, who 

likes to keep herself all spiffy but litters up one part of my mind with her 

leavings then moves to another part where it’s orderly and clean. 

But I digress, which, regarding procrastination, is a useful skill. If only 
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there was a way to make money from procrastinating. But if that was my 

job, I’d probably never get around to the actual procrastinating. 

More on procrastination later, which, is deliciously appropriate, don’t 

you think? 

And so the hamster wheel spins, or the hamster spins the wheel, or the 

hamster is bored so it’s forced to run on the wheel, or . . . 

Okay, so I’m rambling. It’s all part of the complex maneuvering 

involved in avoiding that list of resolutions, which is like a pathetic orphan 

staring at me with huge eyes, while one tear trickles down its grimy cheek. 

And that orphan’s name is Guilt. And her last name is Judgy. 

There is one obvious solution to the stale New Year’s resolution list. 

Toss it! Why drive myself crazy trying to be something I’m not? That little 

blamey mouse and the judgy orphan can go play with someone else. 

Sure, it sounds very mature to accept myself the way I am. But who 

wants to be mature? That age category sucks! Yeah, it also means mentally 

mature, as in reasonable and not hot-headed, something like that, but the 

salient point here is that I don’t want to be seen as a mature woman. 

But I digress again. What can I say? It’s a skill. 

*
Back to fat and hairdo challenges. These two seem mystically linked. When 

I feel really fat, my hair never looks good, no matter what I do to it. 

Somehow more fat means more frizz, and hair products turn to layers 

of gunk as I desperately try to mold my 'do into something I can live with. 

Every year I vow to take better care of my hair, by getting a trim every 
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six weeks, taking those stinky B vitamins daily that turn my pee greenish-

yellow, and eating healthy foods like the liquified kale I drank when I was 

doing swamp yoga. 

And we come back to the issue at hand—the stale New 

Year’s resolutions list.  

That blamey little mouse, who has been littering up my frontal lobe, 

pretending to be all that, just lifted her head and as if to say, Yeah, so 

what are you going to do about it? 

I’m going to make a New Year’s resolution to make a new New Year’s 

resolutions list. 
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Summer Bummer 
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Procrastination 

	
	

hy do I always wait until the year is well into summer before 

I’m forced to acknowledge that I’m not bikini-ready? 

Why do I buy exercise equipment at a high price, use it 

for a week like I’m training for the Navy Seals, decide to skip a day and start 

again tomorrow, lose interest completely, let it gather gobs of dust, only to 

sell it at a garage sale for a low price? 

Why do I resolve to go to a yoga class, and because just deciding to go 

makes me feel thinner, I never actually follow through with my plan to be 

thin and enlightened at the same time? 

Why do I make lists of self-improvement schemes, only to have my 

enthusiasm peter out from the effort of it, but I console myself with the fact 

that at least I have my list? 

Procrastination—my human birthright. 

*

W 



It’s late summer, hot, and the fat is congealing on my body because I’m 

indoors cooling off in air conditioning. Which, is really a good thing because 

congealed fat does not jiggle like warmed-up outdoor fat does. 

When I’m indoors, with the right fat-concealing clothes on, I can 

delude myself that I’m not as fat as I think I am. Thinking is overrated. 

Delusion is more useful. 

A key component of maintaining sleight-of-fat delusions is not to 

watch TV shows starring twenty-something girls with zero body fat and 

boob jobs. Another is avoiding the magazine rack in the grocery store 

checkout lines, where those same girls are sporting bikinis and telling you 

how to lose those extra pounds. 

How do you lose pounds anyway? Have those ditzy magazine-cover 

girls forgotten where they put those pounds? Have those naughty pounds 

wandered off on their own and don’t know their way home? Is there a pound 

for lost pounds, where you can go and claim your pounds, or adopt new 

ones? 

Is there a box for lost and found pounds? How would you know which 

pounds were yours? And the bigger question is: Who would want them 

back? I say distribute those pounds to the needy. 

*
To cut myself a break, I do spend a lot of time attempting to scare the extra 

pounds off my body by threatening to exercise. I’m not sure why, but there 

is some intangible barrier between thinking I must do something about the 

unwanted bulges on my body and actually doing it. 
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What I need is an event to shoot for. Have you ever noticed that every 

bride loses weight before the wedding, achieving through who-knows-what 

godawful efforts a dehydrated version of herself, but unfortunately 

reconstitutes after it’s over? The upside of that is she probably maintains the 

wedding weight through the honeymoon, and can confidently sport a bikini 

in Belize or Hawaii. 

Having the starring role in a wedding is apparently a strong motivator. 

For one thing, there are the photographs, which must convey carefully 

chosen memories for posterity. 

I look through my calendar but find no event worthy of the sacrifice. I 

feel a kind of relief. I realize with satisfaction that late summer is the perfect 

time to procrastinate. It’s too late this year to be thin and buff in a bikini. 

The holidays will soon be upon us, at which time consuming 

massive quantities of delicious caloric fare is mandatory. So I will wait for 

the New Year’s resolution. 

LOL! I’m well aware of the irony. 

In the meantime, I think I’ll shop for some new, sleight-of-fat clothes to 

wear. Which will probably require matching shoes and some new nail polish 

colors. 

Life is good when you know how to go with the flow. I mean, if I'm 

going to procrastinate, I might as well fully embrace it. 

However, late summer is a bad time to shop for new sleight-of-fat hot-

weather clothes. Only the dregs of summer fashions are left on the racks, in 

all the wrong colors and sizes. Also—and this bit is important—summer 

clothes rarely have fat-constricting properties. And all the fall clothes now 

occupying the stores are too hot. 
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Sweating in fall clothing during late summer is not an option. For one 

thing, it ruins my hair, which, as I’ve pointed out, gets frizzier the fatter I 

get. And since I have procrastinated getting into shape for summer, I am 

definitely fat and frizzy. 

*
What can I do about procrastination, when I procrastinate doing anything 

about it? It’s a self-fulfilling conundrum. 

I’ll put off figuring that out for now. There’s always tomorrow. 



Bikini Blues 

	
	

hen I was young(er), if someone had told me I would be 

shopping for a corset-construction one-piece bathing suit 

someday, I would have laughed. 
I’m not laughing now, as I go through racks of them, searching for a 

suit that doesn’t look like a corset, but is one. 

I’m not talking about sexy, playtime corsets only seen in the bedroom, 

I’m talking about Victorian torture devices that cut off the circulation and 

the ability to breathe. It’s no wonder those poor Victorian women suffered 

from “the vapors.”  

Let’s start with the outfits they had to wear: long sleeves; heavy skirts 

almost to the floor; buttoned up to the neck; whale-bone corsets underneath 

it all along with layers of underthings. 

Not to mention those poor whales, just swimming along minding their 

own business, singing whale songs, harpooned and deboned. 

It must be noted, however, that Victorian women were set up to hide fat 

quite nicely. Today, fashions expose everything. 
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That brings me to cell phones, tablets, laptops, and FaceTime, Skype, 

and all the apps that expose us to the world nonstop. 

Must I be dressed, coiffed, and presentable 24/7/365? What happened 

to the ability to look like hell in the privacy of your own home? 

But I digress. 

Back to the bikini blues, and the quest for that perfect fat-mitigating 

one-piece. 

*
When I try on bathing suits in a department store dressing room, why do I 

think if I fluff my hair it will change how the suit looks on me? Why do I 

think, This will look great if I lose a few pounds? When the fact is, it’s too 

late to lose a few pounds because I have procrastinated and summer is 

already here. 

Regarding the vagaries of fat challenges, evidently rationality flies out 

the window. 

So I’m in the dressing room, and as I have pointed out in previous 

rants, the lighting is always hideous. I have more than six items, as I snuck 

all thirteen suits in when the attendant wasn’t looking. I am banking on 

numbers to find a suit that makes me look thin (or more accurately, not fat). 

None of these bathing suit options will do a thing about my thighs, and 

more’s the pity. Because as I remove my pants, I must face the fact that the 

tops of my inner thighs squish together in the most appalling way. Not to 

mention my outer thighs balloon out right where the bathing suit ends on my 

hips. 
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But I’m going to ignore these facts and use sleight-of-fat techniques to 

avoid seeing any of it. 

I’ll concentrate on how great my boobs look in the suit, and how well 

my bloated midsection is contained. Also, if the suit makes my hair look 

good, it’s a bonus. 

It’s a miracle I actually found thirteen suits to try on. The last thing I 

want to sport is a grandma suit, with flower prints reminiscent of old-lady 

curtains, which seems to dominate the one-piece, fat-hiding section. 

Nine of the suits are black. What can I say? Black does make you look 

thinner. But it seems funeral-like to wear black when summer is supposed to 

be bright and sunny. There is the Goth angle which would justify wearing 

black all the time, but I look vile in black hair, so that won’t fly. 

I squeeze into the first suit. When I say squeeze, I mean to say it’s like 

pulling a rubber balloon over a couch cushion. I have to push the fat into the 

suit as I go, shifting my hips side to side as I yank it up. I run out of steam 

halfway, and pause to take a breath. I’m already exhausted. And now I have 

to look at my fat, exploding over the top of the suit bunched up around my 

waist, which feels like that rubber hose they tie around your arm before 

jabbing needles into your veins to extract blood. 

I’m starting to sweat, and that means my hair is starting to frizz. I need 

to get a grip before I have a nervous breakdown one suit in. 

I decide this suit isn’t working and peel it off. Peeling it off is 

somewhat easier than yanking it on, but significant strength is required. 

It occurs to me that I’m actually working my muscles doing this, which 

is legitimate exercise, and I am cheered a little bit. 

On to the next suit. This one is two-ply. It has a Spanx-like layer 



underneath. The outer layer is pleated and gathered to camouflage bulges in 

the midsection. It looks promising. 

I manage to jerk, shimmy, and pull the suit on while I hold my breath 

and suck my fat in as best I can. Okay. So far so good. Then I drag the straps 

up over my shoulders and let my breath out. The straps have dug an inch 

into my shoulders and my boobs are popping out and over of the sides of the 

suit, filling up my armpits. 

I push and roll the suit off me with some difficulty, and end up with a 

bathing suit donut. 

At this point, I’m unable to avoid concluding that I need to go up a size. 

*
I completely ignore the notion of sizes and what that indicates for me and 

the amount of fat I have added to my body, as I hang the thirteen too-small 

suits on the return rack, one of which is still rolled up like a donut. I smile at 

the attendant, who eyeballs the number of items I have, which exceeds the 

allowable six. 

Back to the racks. Now that I’m not shoehorned into a too-small suit, 

my breathing has returned to normal. I begin the reconnaissance through 

more one-piece options in a size up. 

Why is it that the larger the size, the less fashionable and more like 

grandma curtains the bathing suits get? 

I’m now fishing for dregs in the backwash of fat suits. This is partially 

my own fault since I procrastinated. I should have been shopping in spring 

when the new summer fashions arrived. But I didn’t want to buy a 
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suit before I lost the poundage I packed on over the holidays (which I didn’t 

lose anyway). 

There’s a lesson in there somewhere but I am ignoring that, too. It’s 

hard enough dealing with the issue at hand—finding a bathing suit that 

doesn’t make me look fat. 

Out of the blue, I start thinking about the mall’s food court, and the 

gooey plate-sized cookies sold there. Evidently I’m dangerously low on 

endorphins. 

But I stick to the task and continue foraging through the grandma suits 

one size up. I get through the section with no likely candidates. Perhaps I 

lost any real motivation after the dressing-room debacle. Or maybe I just 

want a gooey mall cookie. 

*
The gooey mall cookie wins the day. As I slurp up melting chocolate chips 

and half-baked sugary dough with a crunchy exterior, I realize that I don’t 

have to find a new bathing suit today. Indeed, I have a plethora of past suits 

occupying space in my dresser drawer, packratted in with the rest of the 

clothes I keep just in case I might need them. 

The cookie does its job, endorphins have docked on the receptor sites, 

and I’m feeling good about life once more. 

I notice a salon through the mall crowd, and decide to get my nails 

done. If I’ve learned one thing—and this is the important bit, because aren’t 

we supposed to get wiser as we get older?—it’s to focus on the glass-half-

full part. I may procrastinate too much to lose weight, and I may no longer 
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be able to retain my self-esteem in a bikini, but I am perfectly capable of 

looking gorgeous. 

Given the right accoutrements, that is. 
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